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1. Introduction

1.1 The Global Risk Landscape

Major disasters are inflicting greater societal and economic impacts over time. Global population growth and economic development are driving an increase in the number of people, systems, and structures exposed to hazards, and the value of assets and investments with the potential for loss. Concurrently, climate change is forcing an increase in the frequency and magnitude of certain extreme weather events, as well as chronic trend risks including water stress, sea level rise, and environmental degradation. Novel and unprecedented anthropogenic threats (including technological, geopolitical, and financial hazards) also continue to emerge and intensify. These risks are connected with and exacerbated by environmental and social drivers, including climate change, globalisation, and the digitisation of economies. As a result, the global risk landscape is growing more complex and interconnected. The potential for disasters to cascade through systems is increasing, and the impacts of events have greater geographical and temporal reach. Existing and emerging risks present huge uncertainty about the future, and so demand new and improved strategies to reduce disaster risk and build resilience.

Disaster risk reduction (DRR) is the ambition and practice of reducing disaster risks through systematic efforts to address the causal factors of disasters, for example by reducing hazard exposure and the vulnerability of people and assets, environmental management, and improving preparedness. Thus, DRR incorporates management, mitigation, and preparedness disciplines, but also embodies sustainable development – which, to be achieved must reduce disaster risk. Conversely, unsound development practices increase disaster risk and the potential for loss. DRR involves all dimensions of society, including various parts of the public sector at international to local levels, and the private sector. However, the DRR community often lack the tools and expertise to understand the potential impacts of disasters, and of the efficacy of decisions to address them. One means of addressing uncertainty about the future is using scenario analysis, which is now a widely advocated and implemented practice in this domain but remains a challenge to many stakeholders without experience in scenario development.

1. (UNISDR, n.d.)
Reducing disaster risk and building resilience is high on international development agendas, recognised by high-profile initiatives from local to global scales – namely the United Nations’ Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction and Sustainable Development Goals, which share overlapping desirable outcomes towards resilience – and so involve a vast and diverse range of disciplines with often contrasting perspectives. Therefore, it is necessary to establishing working definitions of key concepts included in this report, as follows:

**Disaster**

A disaster is defined as a hazard event which seriously impacts the functioning of a community or a society due to its interaction with conditions of exposure, vulnerability, and capacity, leading to human, material, economic, and environmental losses and impacts. The effects of a disaster can be immediate and localised, but are often prolonged and widespread, testing or exceeding the capacity of a society to cope using its own resources, and therefore requiring assistance from external sources. That a disaster is defined by the exceedance of coping capacity implies the relatively infrequent occurrence of events of such severity in a given locality. In this report, we consider disasters triggered by natural and anthropogenic hazards, and include both sudden-onset (‘shock’) events that emerge quickly or unexpectedly and slow-onset (‘trend’) phenomena that emerge gradually over time.

**Disaster Risk Reduction**

Disaster risk reduction (DRR) is a management practice aimed at preventing new risks, reducing existing risks, and managing residual risk. A long-term benefit of DRR can be the strengthening of resilience and reduction of disaster losses. In recent decades, the global policy and research community has formulated multiple initiatives to continue reducing the impacts of disasters. Most recently, the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction (2015–2030) builds on previous initiatives to set a development agenda with targets and priorities to reduce disaster risk.

Disaster risk management (DRM) by definition aims to apply and operationalise the objectives of DRR, encompassing mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery activities. However, the application of policies and strategies to further DRR is challenged by current social and economic developments which exacerbate the complexity and interconnectivity of the global risk landscape. Responding to these challenges and reducing disaster risk is the objective of disaster risk management (DRM), and requires a powerful and concerted effort from experts, practitioners, decision makers, and other stakeholders, including people, communities, and societies at risk, that comprise the DRM community.

**1.2 Why Use Scenarios?**

Scenarios are stories about how the future might develop, aimed to stimulate exploration, understanding, and discussion. Based on a coherent set of assumptions about key deterministic relationships and driving forces, scenarios describe plausible futures that are intended to be scrutinised and debated. In the context of risk, scenarios provide a tool to cope with uncertainty, especially in the case of risks that are not well understood or cannot be quantified or even identified. They provide a systematic method for exploring how a complex and diverse array of risks may impact a society; or in other words, how resilient these systems are to potential disruptions. Scenarios question whether organisations or communities can adapt to, and even capitalise on, future changes, and stress their existing capabilities to respond. This understanding can be applied to support and rationalise decision making about the future, and inform preparedness for, management, and mitigation of risks. Scenarios are valued for supporting creative thinking about plausible futures, rather than attempting to accurately predict individual outcomes.
Resilience

The concepts of risk and resilience are often conflated but are distinct approaches to address the threat of unexpected societal and economic impacts and losses from disasters. In practice, DRM addresses specific risks, and primarily attempts to mitigate or alleviate disasters before they occur, while in contrast, resilience aims to improve the broader capability of a system to cope with uncertainty. A resilience approach accepts the possibility of disruptions to a system regardless of the respective cause, and so focuses on strengthening its ability to recover and adapt to new conditions. Societal resilience largely depends on good decisions. Those affected by disasters will attempt to reconstruct and adapt their society and economy regardless of external involvement, but all stakeholders must take an active role to facilitate swift and successful recovery and adaptation.

This work adopts the UNSIDR definition of resilience as: “The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions through risk management.”

Resilience is therefore pursued through adaptive processes that facilitate the ability of a social system to reorganise, change, and learn from disasters. This implies that increasing resilience to disasters can be achieved by risk reduction, and indeed resilience is a key concept in DRR. However, resilience is multi-faceted and has been diversely adapted to various uses and contexts. Therefore, its interpretation and usage is ambiguous and has been fiercely disputed. Resilience is often more a policy buzzword than an actual operational paradigm, and it is often unclear how policy makers and practitioners can translate the main notions of resilience into practical implementation. Nevertheless, in the context of disasters, the term is effective in conveying the idea that the impacts to society of future disasters can be alleviated by becoming more ‘resilient’. Resilience portrays a sense of merit in the context of disasters, in a similar way that ‘sustainability’ implies environmental merit.

References:

Scenarios have the potential to enhance understanding and provide new perspectives to uncertainty about possible future disasters, and so may empower communities to plan for their future. They are increasingly used by practitioners, decision makers, and other stakeholders in the disaster risk management community to better understand the characteristics and consequences of unknown, uncertain, or unexpected future events, and support planning and decision-making strategies to address them.

A critical distinction is made between scenarios that examine emerging trends, which are of concern for long-term views of sustainable development; and those that consider disaster events, which trigger severe, acute impacts and human, physical, economic, and or environmental loss. This report is primarily written to address the latter, and on the design and uses of shock risk scenarios, which are increasingly in demand to overcome the challenges posed in today’s and the future risk landscape.

## 1.3 Report Rationale and Intended Audience

This report intends to provide an accessible guide to scenario analysis and applications for the DRR community, to facilitate the understanding, communication, management, and mitigation of disaster risks. A practical framework is provided to assist practitioners engaging with scenario development.

Within the report, we explore key features of, and commonalities and differences between, disaster risk scenarios and their associated development methodologies, and suggest how and for whom they can be used effectively. As a variety of scenario use cases have unique requirements and maturity in the practice, development methodologies do vary, and caution is taken to avoid prescribing specific ‘best practices’. However, we propose that there is a general process which can be adapted and modified for these various uses. By providing key criteria and considerations for scenarios in the form of a scenario development framework, we hope to equip the reader with the necessary tools and context to develop coherent, comprehensive, and intelligible scenarios, which therefore effectively fulfil their intended purpose.

This report provides recommendations for scenario development specific to disaster risk management, and has been published in parallel with another report which similarly outlines best practices for scenario development specific to the insurance industry. The insurance industry is considered to be an important stakeholder in DRR, with the capability to transfer risk and build resilience. The industry has a rich expertise in risk assessment tools to price risk, and regularly employs scenarios that tend to be expert-driven, scientifically supported, and product oriented. In contrast, within the diverse community of disaster risk managers, scenarios often serve to explore and incorporate the culture and experience of various stakeholders in a more participatory approach, for which emphasis is often placed as much on what is learnt in the scenario process as the end result. Developing the two reports in parallel has provided valuable insight into the merits of contrasting scenario approaches and has informed the best practices advocated in both.

### Report Aims

This report addresses three core questions to consider when engaging in scenario development:

- **Section 2** addresses ‘what is a scenario?’ and considers the diverse range of scenario types and objectives commonly seen within the DRR space.

- **Section 3** explores ‘who are scenarios supporting in disaster risk reduction?’ and outlines various user profiles and case studies of scenario development and application.

- **Section 4** answers ‘how do I make a scenario?’ and proposes a series of recommendations and considerations to be applied during the development of a scenario.
1.4 A Framework for Scenario Development

We propose a framework for scenario development that defines eight core steps, outlined in Figure 1 and discussed in further detail in Section 4. This framework is intended as a point of reference to assist and ensure efficacy in the scenario process, rather than as a prescriptive method that must be followed absolutely. Further, while it outlines a linear step-by-step structure for clarity, we encourage the scenario process to be an iterative one, in which stakeholder engagement provides opportunities for review and revision to ensure it succeeds in fulfilling its aims.

![Scenario development framework](image)
Favelas in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
2. Understanding Scenarios

1.1 What is a Scenario?

Scenarios are descriptions of plausible events that may occur in the future, leading to a particular set of outcomes. They are based on assumptions about key driving forces, interconnections, and relationships, and can capture the uncertainties and complexities of a system in a coherent manner.

Scenarios are not intended to comprehensively describe the future, but rather to highlight focal elements of different plausible futures and to highlight the key factors that will drive future developments. Sometimes the terms scenario, projection, and prediction (as well as others such as forecast and outlook) are used interchangeably, but while all are tools to investigate the future, each is nuanced in its meaning. A prediction can be defined as a subjective (probabilistic) statement that something will happen in the future, while a forecast is the most likely expected development. In contrast, a projection is a (probabilistic) statement that something will happen under certain conditions, allowing for significant changes in the boundary conditions that might influence a prediction. A scenario-based projection is a hypothetical construct of what could possibly happen conditional upon fundamental assumptions. These assumptions allow some of the uncertainties that complicate more exact statements on the future to be set aside for the benefit of a scenario exercise. The dimensions of what constitutes a plausible event changes as external forces shift. As a result, the scenario process is inherently an evolving one, and scenarios which have been developed and are relied upon should be maintained and updated regularly to reflect current conditions.

The Probable, Possible, and Plausible

When considering the future, we often add ‘probability’, ‘possibility’, or ‘plausibility’ qualifications to emphasise relevance or importance. These notions are implicitly defined, but often not clearly differentiated and so are confused. Is a plausible future also probable? Can one future be more plausible than another? Should any conceivably possible future be considered? Care should be taken in using these terms in the description of scenarios. Key elements of the three qualifiers are summarised here to establish a distinction between them, but this concern cannot be resolved by reducing each to a definition. Scenario users should note that these terms do not have any universal value, and so should ensure the distinction between them is made sufficiently clear to be useful.

**Probability** refers to the concept of chance and likelihood, leading to an ordinal ranking of more or less likely futures. Any future is possible, but the selection of a probable or improbable scenario depends on the application.

**Possibility** is a claim of reality; whether a future is potentially realisable or not. It is a binary distinction but may be challenged by absolute (violation of established laws) or contingent (lack of realism) reasons.

**Plausibility** addresses the structure of an argument and places value on the credibility of a future, which can hold true even though the future itself may be factually fallacious. This is therefore a cognitive notion. Scenarios are challenged by the difference in interpretation of plausibility between developers and stakeholders.

Sometimes scenario development and scenario analysis (also called scenario ‘thinking’ or ‘planning’) are differentiated. Development means speculating about the uncertainty surrounding the future and envisaging different plausible future outcomes, or, in other words, to create ‘memories of the future’. Scenario development is the necessary foundation for scenario analysis, and the two are closely linked. Scenario analysis can be understood as the integration of scenarios into decision making. Here, we explore both the scenario development and analysis together as the scenario process and use the terms collectively.

---

2.2 Scenarios in Disaster Risk Reduction

Scenarios have long been employed in the sphere of disaster (risk) management, although methods and applications have evolved with developments of paradigms in disaster management and risk. The emergence of emergency planning in the 1970’s marks a key advance in the application of scenarios for this purpose, coinciding with an increased focus on civil protection.21 The emphasis was initially on human-induced, technological hazards, but later grew to accommodate natural hazards. This coincided with the emergence of vulnerability studies, which flourished in the 1970’s following research of extreme natural hazard risks.22 The use of scenarios dramatically increased in the years following. Their applications and popularity as a tool to support disaster risk understanding and decision making amidst uncertainty continues to expand to a widening range of practitioners.

The disaster risk management cycle (Figure 2) is helpful to distinguish the various disciplines in which scenarios are applied, each with unique requirements and challenges, and demanding different scenario techniques. These four stages are briefly described below.

Response

Disaster response refers to action taken immediately before, during, or after a disaster, in order to save lives, meet the needs of affected societies, and prevent further damage.23 Response can include a variety of reactive measures, such as evacuation, search and rescue, damage and needs assessments, and provision of aid to meet the basic subsistence and health demands of affected people. Considerable efforts are taken to plan response actions in the preparation phase, often using scenarios, so that communities and officials are better prepared to react in the case of a disaster. In addition to identifying individual and organisational reactions to a crisis, stakeholders must also consider and coordinate with other response efforts undertaken by others beyond their immediate association. Scenarios are utilised at all levels of planning to aid in resource planning and stakeholder communication exercises, developing greater confidence to react during a disaster event.
In the past 15 years, there has been a rise in the number of humanitarian agencies, private organisations, governmental bodies, and independent stakeholders who are invested in responding to crisis events. However, some believe that these collective agencies have been unsuccessful in consistently delivering effective responses, due to lack of coordination between the parties and repetition of response efforts. This is a recognised problem within the community and should be addressed in all phases of the DRM cycle. To support a common and united disaster response effort, each phase must support communication, cooperation, coordination, and collaboration between agencies. There are various formal and informal ways of achieving this dialogue, and users are encouraged to follow whichever methodology best suits their interests. Within this report, we highlight participatory scenario planning as being a potential approach to address this concern.

Recovery

Recovery is the complex process of returning physical, social, economic, cultural, and environmental systems to their pre-disaster state or to a new stable norm. The process strives for communities to return to their ‘normal’ quickly and successfully; however, what is deemed normal differs between individuals, communities, nations, and other groups. Further, recovery efforts must manage a balance between recovery as quick as is possible, and recovering, or adapting, to an improved level of resilience, which is likely to require more time and resource than a return to the previous state. Like the other disaster phases, affected communities must be take ownership of this process, to build the inherent capacity and local empowerment needed for a successful recovery.

Recovery includes returning displaced populations to their homes, restoring or reinstating critical and nonessential public services, and enabling economic functionality. Dependent on the socioeconomic conditions prior to the event, the severity of disaster impacts, and the adequacy and speed of governance and finance, recovery can take an extended period of time to complete or may never be achieved at all.
The recovery effort in Haiti following the January 2010 earthquake, which killed over 300,000 people and destroyed hundreds of thousands of homes, is yet to be completed. Nearly a decade later, residents remained displaced in some districts, and the economy had yet to return to its pre-earthquake condition. Therefore, the disaster may be considered to be not yet over, as society has not returned or adapted to a new stable state.

In contrast, the Maule earthquake that shook Chile a month later, in February 2010, demonstrated a deliberate approach to recovery, balancing speed and quality to achieve a successful recovery. The disaster damaged or destroyed some 370,000 houses, and while residents and local businesses demanded restoration of their lives as quickly as possible, the government showed strong leadership in implementing initiatives to improve resilience. Within two years, recovery was well underway, and 54% of homes had been repaired or rebuilt, with a further 30% under construction.

Following an initial response after an event, the years following require significant resources, but as recovery slips down the policy agenda, too often recovery needs are not sufficiently met. Recovery is perhaps the most complex component of the disaster cycle, due to its difficulty to measure, with a compounding range of controlling variables producing unique situations. Scenarios can play a valuable role in understanding recovery, when planning for a disaster before the event or in the immediate aftermath as efforts transition from response to recovery, providing an opportunity for practitioners to experiment with different strategies amidst a range of possible outcomes. Fictional scenarios allow creative thinking to inform decisions while putting aside the constraints of politics and emotions, which may require careful negotiation in difficult post-disaster situations. This can lead to more productive and wide-ranging planning discussions.

Mitigation

Mitigation refers to the elimination or reduction of hazard impacts. The occurrence and severity of negative impacts vary depending on the hazard exposure and vulnerability of the society, and mitigation measures commonly concentrate on reducing fatalities, economic loss, and environmental degradation. Mitigation measures are proactive and are broadly categorised as structural initiatives (such as protective barriers or earthquake-resistant buildings) or non-structural initiatives (for example, land zoning to prevent building in hazardous areas, such as on a flood plain or at the foot of an unstable slope). Risk reduction measures consistently evolve in response to changing hazards, vulnerabilities, and community needs. Increasing focus has been placed on ensuring disaster mitigation is a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, and holistic process, and that a community’s needs are considered and prioritised. Specifically, mitigation must consider the culture, fragilities, and capacities of all stakeholders, and be inclusive of their various requirements – scenarios provide a tool to explore measures that satisfy these various demands to reduce disaster impacts. They are especially important when communicating mitigation proposals, which may not have immediately obvious benefits to individual stakeholders. Scenarios are effective in providing a contextually relevant platform to discuss such topics, making them relatable and tangible to the stakeholders involved.
**Preparedness**

Disaster preparedness is the ex-ante actioning of knowledge and capabilities to anticipate and alleviate the impacts of a disaster. This typically requires an understanding current and future risks; and manifests by strengthening the ability of disaster responders. Resource and logistical planning are a primary mechanism to increase responders’ capacity and can range from ensuring sufficient infrastructure and services to fulfil fundamental needs (i.e., food, water, shelter, etc.), to developing early warning systems and evacuation plans, and training response personnel to know their roles and act effectively in an event. Agencies benefit from coordinating with one another to ensure response efficiency. The ability to prepare for a disaster is highly dependent on the characteristics of a disaster risk, and the state of associated knowledge—it is difficult to anticipate for an unknown or poorly understood threat. As a result, societies are usually better prepared for events that have been previously experienced in living history and are less prepared for emerging risks for which knowledge and preparedness capabilities are limited. Scenarios are used to creatively explore plausible disaster impacts, from probable to remotely possible, catastrophic worst cases, and provide tangible pseudo experiences which people can consider and plan for such futures.

### 2.3 The Benefits of Scenarios

The common primary objectives of disaster scenarios can be summarised with a number of general aims, for all phases of the disaster risk management cycle. A scenario process should address at least a few of these aims concurrently.

**Improve Understanding of Risks**

Fundamentally, scenarios are used to better understand the various dimensions of a risk, including the hazard, exposures, and vulnerabilities of the concerned systems, and explore the range of plausible resulting consequences. Some risks are known to exist, but are difficult to articulate, in terms of their likelihood, timeline, magnitude, and their potential scope, scale, and severity of impacts. Extreme and highly unlikely events (or ‘tail risks’) are particularly difficult to understand, with limited historical precedents to learn from, and are inherently difficult to predict. Scenarios offer an agent to articulate and improve familiarity with possible futures, and perhaps make them plausible to someone who has not previously considered such an event. These scenarios assist in answering the hypothetical question “what if?” and provide a reference point to build from.

**Explore Emerging Futures**

In addition to known risks, whether well understood or not, uncertain, emerging risks must be considered in planning efforts. An emerging risk is a new risk, changing risk, or novel combination of risks for which the broad impacts, costs and optimal management strategies are not yet well understood. The term is frequently used in enterprise risk management (ERM) by organisations, such as insurers, in the private sector, and describes systemic threats that arise as our global systems rapidly evolve. Environmental risks are not typically considered to be emerging, but are changing in response to amplifying external global drivers, such as climate change, economic development, and new technologies. The growing interconnectivity between geographies and socioeconomic systems is affecting the dynamics of environmental hazards and human vulnerabilities, and this growing complexity gives rise to emerging risks from novel sources. A ‘multi-threat’ approach is critical to understand the hidden and cascading impacts beyond the expected—for example, the 2011 Tohoku earthquake triggered a tsunami that caused the meltdown of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor. Scenarios provide a platform to imagine and develop hypothetical events and consequences, exploring plausible futures for which there is no representative historical precedent. This provides a gauge of the potential hazard severity or scale, and what management and mitigating measures could be taken to address them.
Address Uncertainty

Scenarios expand understanding of a range of plausible outcomes relating to disasters, each supported by a defining sequence of events. Humans inherently expect that change will occur gradually and that the future will reflect the past. By generating deeper insight into the underlying drivers of change, scenarios may demonstrate how and why changes could develop quickly and otherwise unexpectedly, and which drivers do or do not have the ability to cause consequential change.35

Deep uncertainty exists when the various parties involved in a decision do not know, or cannot agree on, the system in question and its boundaries, the probability distributions of the inputs to these models, or the consequences of interest and their relative importance. Decisions which adapt over time in response to dynamic interactions with the system cannot be considered independently.36 Deep uncertainties persist for a myriad of external drivers of global change and their impacts. Further, in addition to these environmental conditions, societal perspectives and preferences may also change over time, including stakeholders’ interests and their evaluation of plans. As the future unfolds, plans are adapted to developments, so decisions are part of the storyline and an essential component of uncertainty.37

Supporting Decision Making

Scenarios can be highly effective tools in support of decision making in DRM, offering a creative and structured mechanism to test and validate decisions in a scenario planning process. When practitioners make decisions about disaster risks before or after an event, they must be proactive in anticipating the evolution of a situation and use this information to decide on measures to address it. Scenarios facilitate discussion on how risks can be planned for and be managed or mitigated effectively with robust decisions and strategies. There are often multiple stakeholders involved in the response and recovery process, requiring individuals to consider both themselves and others. Scenarios can be used in planning exercises to identify the various stakeholders, and coordinate response efforts across multiple parties. Further, decision makers must factor in the associated risks on the belief of a certain set of assumptions, the validity of which scenarios test.

Systems Thinking

The capability to capture interconnectivities between complex systems, or ‘system of systems’, is critical to scenario planning. Systems thinking is a holistic approach to address complex interconnections and causal relationships, rather than on snapshots and independent aspects, of a problem. Given the abundance of resources on this topic, only a brief overview is provided here, with an emphasis on the importance of wholly understanding systems when using scenarios. The approach exposes that which is not immediately obvious, providing a lens to detect underlying controlling forces and relationships between individual components, to understand the entirety of a system. The iceberg analogy38 (Figure 4) is a useful way to illustrate systems thinking and enable practitioners to appreciate the deeper perspective. As humans, we typically notice events in the world around us (the ‘tip’ of the iceberg) in a reactive and counteractive mode, only seeing a small part of the underlying dynamics. Only when we look below the (water) surface for patterns of behaviour can the event be better understood with scenarios that explore how interconnectivities may control the future. Delving further into understanding these dynamics at a structural level enables exploration of the structural level of various risks facing an organisation.39

---

Robust Decision Making

Innovative analytical approaches of ‘decision making under deep uncertainty’ are emerging to cope with uncertainty, and to help decision makers evaluate robust and adaptive management strategies. They help to build a consensus between stakeholders with different values, priorities, and solutions, who can agree on a decision for very different reasons. The process reveals future threats, as well as opportunities, confronting each plan. This paradigm relies on exploratory modelling, typically involving scenario approaches that harness speculation and imagination to consider ‘unknown unknowns’.

There is an emerging consensus that deep uncertainty in a complex system must be addressed by making robust decisions. Robust decision making (RDM) is one example of a defined approach for analysing deep uncertainty, which uses iterative, model-based scenario analysis.

The RDM methodology helps decision makers to identify and improve robust strategies by testing them against a very large exploratory scenario set (of hundreds of possible futures) to reveal their strengths and limitations. Statistical analyses of model iterations identify the key conditions under which strategies fail to satisfy their objectives. RDM also has a participatory component, with stakeholder deliberation used to define (un)desirable outcomes, and to rule out implausible scenarios.

Robust strategies will satisfy decision makers’ objectives in many scenarios, rather than being optimal in any single future. In other words, they are ‘good enough’, rather than optimal options, aiming to minimise regret rather than maximise expected utility. RDM also helps to compare strategies along other dimensions such as cost, feasibility, and social acceptability.

RDM has been widely applied to explore where deep uncertainty exists, including in the domains of climate change and risk and resource management. An important consideration of RDM is that it requires large amounts of quantitative information and a high degree of expert knowledge.

Aid Communication

Scenarios are an effective communication tool, facilitating the sharing of ideas, risks, and responses. There are a broad range of stakeholders who should be involved in discussions concerning DRM, and each brings their own expertise and experience. Well-crafted scenarios enable discussions between stakeholders, providing a communal point of reference that everyone can access and reflect on. Scenarios are especially valuable when discussing abstract ideas, or complex risks, as they provide examples and context to the issue, ensuring a consistent interpretation and understanding. Communication may occur formally during the distribution process, or more informally during the development and research phase.

Resource Allocation

Scenarios assist the DRR community in identifying and testing what and where finite resources can most effectively be allocated, through a cost-benefit analysis of different measures to address risk. Scenarios provide a greater appreciation of the direct and indirect future impacts of decision choices made in the present. For example, where to allocate personnel and prioritise aid in the immediate disaster response phase – to victims most severely affected, or most accessible, or most vulnerable according to given criteria? – or how to allocate a public budget designated to rebuild in the recovery phase – to rapid rebuilding of homes or critical services, or towards reinvigorating the economy? Scenarios can be a valuable means of visualising these decisions and balancing hypothetical alternatives.
Identify Biases

Scenarios provide a platform to identify potential (dis)inclinations or partialities that individuals and organisations have towards certain situations and decisions. Taking a broad set of scenarios mitigates well known behavioural effects like confirmation and availability biases (See Section 4.3). Such an approach also allows for alternative responses to be compared to a baseline. By setting these processes up in advance, decision makers can be mindful of these issues and take proactive measures to ensure that the process remains objective. This yields a systemic benefit that is realised over time.

2.4  Types of scenario

Scenario design and development processes can be commonly distinguished and classified, based on the development process, their purpose, or certain characteristics.\textsuperscript{49} In practice, these typologies are rarely binary or independent, and instead can be imagined as a multi-dimensional matrix with unique outcomes. This section proposes a series of distinctions which are commonly used in scenario development. We encourage readers to consider them as they construct scenarios in the context of their aims, within the process of ‘Framing the Scenario(s)’ (Step 3 in the Scenario Development Framework).

Trend Risks Versus Shock Risks

Scenarios can be developed to consider either sudden-onset hazards that emerge quickly or unexpectedly, or slow-onset, trend phenomena that take a long time to produce emergency conditions. The type of hazard dictates how the scenario is developed and how it may be used.

Sudden-onset shocks are abrupt events that trigger impacts that materialise rapidly and interact with conditions of exposure and vulnerability to result in a disaster. The focus of these scenarios is to identify and express events which might shock a community and cause human, material, economic, and or environmental impacts and loss. Typically, these impacts require immediate attention in the response phase of DRM. Examples of sudden-onset hazards include natural hazards such as earthquakes, floods, or storms; or human-induced hazards such as civil conflict or a disease epidemic. The scope of this report focuses predominantly on scenarios to address such disaster events.

In contrast to shock events, slow-onset, trend risks are of concern for holistic risk reduction, mitigation, and adaption planning, within a broader agenda of sustainable development. This requires users to consider temporality and identify both short-term signals and long-term impacts. The latter are likely to be less noticeable than short-term events, as changes materialise gradually over a prolonged period, although early warning signals do exist if you know where to look. If effective action is taken, there is the benefit of having enough time to determine the best method to mitigate or alleviate the risk. An example of a trend risk is climate change, which presents physical risks from environmental change as well as transition risks as society evolves towards a low-carbon economy.

\textsuperscript{49} E.g. (Mietzner and Reger 2005, Henrichs et al. 2010, Van Vuuren et al. 2012)
Climate change is increasing physical risks around the world. These risks include both chronic trends as average climatic conditions evolve, such as sea level rise, rising temperatures, and water stress; and acute shocks, as certain extreme weather events – including extreme temperatures (heat and cold waves), floods, storms, and drought – become more likely and more severe over time.

There is an emerging research field addressing the influence of human activity on individual extreme events. Today, there is overwhelming evidence that the likelihoods of extremes have been affected by human-driven climate change.\(^50\) The growing field of ‘extreme event attribution’ is critical in establishing public awareness of climate change, because of the power it has to link the seemingly abstract concept of global climate with our own tangible experiences of the weather. Extreme event attribution therefore plays a key role in stimulating management, mitigation, and adaption of climate change risks.

The future of physical risks related to climate change remains highly uncertain, since short-term, extreme weather shocks are highly volatile and so difficult to forecast on medium- and long-term time horizons with scientific modelling. Scenario analysis is a critical tool to address such uncertainty, through the exploration of a range of plausible futures without the requirement to forecast the most probable future outcome.

### Exploratory Versus Normative

An important distinction concerns the purpose of scenario development. Scenarios range on a continuum between exploratory, with the purpose of educating and expanding awareness of possible futures, to normative, with a primary aim to facilitate decision making. Often, the goal is to concurrently balance exploratory and decision-based functions.

Exploratory efforts ask, ‘what if?’, as a helpful way to create a ‘future memory’.\(^51\) This approach explores a wide and contrasting range of plausible futures as a function of diverging assumptions (in other words questioning ‘what would happen if this happens?’), with the aim of widening the scope of options considered by users and stimulating imagination and creative thinking about the future. The focus here is on learning about the process under analysis, raising awareness, developing a descriptive assessment of plausible futures, and taking a specified issue or environment as the subject of analysis.\(^52\) Exploratory scenarios often apply a forecasting approach, defining scenarios on the basis of a set of imposed rules defined from the base year onwards.\(^53\)

In contrast, normative scenarios primarily ask, ‘what for?’. To utilise such a scenario for decision making, a more narrowly defined set of criteria and objectives must be explicitly defined.\(^54\) A normative approach typically uses scenarios that are formulated in technical, quantitative terms (and thus have less emphasis on narrative) so that the paths to desirable, or undesirable, futures can be analysed. The intention is to evaluate the impact of a set of variants concerning specific interventions (behaviours and decisions) relative to a baseline, based on some form of valuation.\(^55\) Such efforts tend to focus on delivering a product, in the form of a specific alternative to address a problem, or an advising tool for evaluating alternatives.\(^56\) A normative approach can be more easily combined with a backcasting approach (as opposed to forecasting), defining scenario pathways only after first describing the end-points and reasons back from these end-points, and exploring short-term decisions to make these changes happen.\(^57\)

---

50. See (Carbon Brief 2019) for a catalogue of over 230 peer-reviewed studies of extreme event attribution
51. (Tourki, Kesler, and Linkov 2013)
52. (Riddell et al. 2018; Tourki, Kesler, and Linkov 2013)
53. (Van Vuuren et al. 2012)
54. (Birkmann et al. 2015)
55. (Henrichs et al. 2010, Tourki, Kesler, and Linkov 2013)
56. (Tourki, Kesler, and Linkov 2013)
57. (Robinson 1990; Dreborg 1996)
Participatory Versus Expert-Driven

Another divergence in scenario design concerns who ‘owns’ the process, with a key distinction made between top-down, expert-driven (or ‘analytical’) approaches and bottom-up, participatory approaches. Both have advantages and disadvantages, and each may serve different purposes, although they are not necessarily discrete, with effective scenarios often including elements of both. We emphasise the importance of participation in the scenario process, incorporating the needs, values, and experience of individuals and communities at risk in addition to the knowledge of various other ‘expert’ (or other) stakeholders.

Expert-driven approaches have the objective of providing rigorous descriptions of plausible futures, including details that are well supported by available science.58 Such approaches are oriented towards decision makers, and as a result tend to neglect other stakeholders. They are analytical in approach and allow for exploration of large-scale phenomena which would not be possible using participatory approaches.

In a participatory approach, scenario developers work together with stakeholders, namely the people potentially affected by scenario outcomes, rather than delivering scenarios as a top-down means of education. Participation targets and integrates stakeholder needs and values, and while scientific and technical knowledge remains important, such approaches make use of cultural perspectives, knowledge, and experience beyond the involved experts to dissect complex issues. No group knows everything, and each will learn from others through the scenarios. Effective communication of scenario information is much easier than accurate communication of technical information (such as probabilistic risk). Such diverse engagement is effective in developing community understanding and investment in decision making, builds trust, and encourages broader acceptance of the ultimate scenario outcomes.59 Participatory approaches enable scenario developers to understand, examine, and discuss the links between phenomena at different scales – for example how global or sub-national trends relate to the vulnerability in specific regions or municipalities.60

Scientific and technological developments have driven an increasing role of technology and expertise in scenario approaches but demands for improved participation and accountability; and criticism of technical expertise, have also grown.

Further distinctions can be made, aligning with exploratory or normative, and participatory or expert-driven approaches, as follows:

1.4.1.1 Intuitive Versus Formal Processes

Process design refers to how scenarios are developed, or their methodological aspects, ranging from intuitive to formal approaches. Intuitive processes focus on qualitative knowledge and are participatory, incorporating many perspectives from a wide range of backgrounds and knowledge bases.61 In contrast, formal processes regard scenario development as an analytical and systematic exercise, and so depend on quantitative inputs to build conceptual or computational models. They are exclusive in the way they only incorporate views from specific stakeholders or areas of expertise.62

1.4.1.2 Process Versus Product Orientation

The scenario development process can be at least as important for the user as the product, for example if a scenario is intended to support a specific decision. A process-oriented scenario includes the user in development, so that they may learn from the experience and feedback to enhance scenario efficacy. However, in many contexts, scenarios are instead communicated in a linear process, with an end product deliverable such as a report. In this case the product is typically more important than the process, with the potential advantage of reaching a wider and more diverse range of users beyond those participating in the process. If this is the case, quality, transparency, and legitimacy need to be important scenario features in order to ensure they are relevant to the user community and can be readily used for planning and decision making.63

1.4.1.3 Qualitative versus quantitative

The distinction between qualitative and quantitative information is clear in scenario development, but the contrasting methods may be, and perhaps should be, combined. Qualitative information, specifically narratives, provide logic to scenario assumptions and help to define plausible future developments in situations where formal modelling is not possible. They provide an effective way to derive information at different scales or for different topics (for example regional scenarios nested within global narratives). Quantification, via modelling, adds scientific rigour to scenarios, expanding on numerical estimates of future developments (often based on simulation tools) where relevant and reliable information is available. Quantitative outputs can strengthen communication through clear definitions and rules.64

---

**Deterministic Versus Probabilistic**

Scenarios are also characterised as either deterministic or probabilistic. A deterministic scenario is created by selecting a specific set of parameters and conditions, while a probabilistic scenario considers a multiplicity of outcomes, each with its own probability of occurrence, depending on the probability distribution of the input parameters and conditions. A deterministic scenario treats the probability of occurrence as finite, whereas probabilistic modelling is intended to address the uncertainty with a ‘complete’ probability distribution of synthesised events.

Deterministic scenarios are recognisable by their focus on the causal chain of circumstances that will give rise to unusual or extreme outcomes. They are an effective means of exploring phenomena speculatively or hypothetically when they are not very well understood or there is a high degree of uncertainty. They can also be very valuable for exploring emerging risks, specifically where market or policy responses are uncertain.

In comparison, production of a probabilistic scenario is possible when the underlying process is well understood, and the causal parameters can be characterised with estimates of their occurrence rates and distribution. Each step in the causal chain has a defined distribution of outcome likelihoods, and the model stochastically samples from this distribution in many simulations. The probability of an outcome and its uncertainty structure is very sensitive to the assumptions made for the input parameters. By incorporating random variations into the model, stochastic outcomes show a range of scenario outcomes, and the likelihood of these permutations. Techniques for probabilistic modelling are well understood and documented, and are used in analysis, such as natural catastrophe modelling, where the subject phenomena have been comprehensively studied and for which it is possible to estimate the uncertainty distributions of the underlying variables.

It is also important to note that probabilistic scenarios are only useful when understood, and where decision makers are not familiar with the theory, it may be unhelpful or even misleading. For example, return periods, or recurrence intervals, are standard calculations for describing the magnitude of potential events – such as a 1-in-100-year flood – but are prone to misconceptions and misuses that are well acknowledged but still widespread. In cases where communicating scenarios to non-experts is required, it may be that probability should not be depended on, and a deterministic approach could have greater value, providing tangible reference points within a probability distribution.

There is overlap in deterministic and probabilistic scenarios. For example, probabilistic modelling can be used to generate a deterministic scenario, typically such as the worst, best, or most likely case events. Caution should be taken when comparing the two types, as probabilistic scenarios still contain deterministic attributes. Specifically, probabilistic scenarios require all potential outcomes to be defined, yet in practice the universe is not a closed system. There are outcomes of future probabilistic scenarios which cannot be recognised at present; thus, it is not possible to achieve a perfect probability estimation.

---

3. Scenarios to Support Disaster Risk Reduction

3.1 Who is responsible for disaster risk and resilience?

Reducing disaster risk and building resilience demands a powerful and concerted course of action. Progress depends on the involvement of all stakeholders associated with disasters, before, during, and after an event, including experts, practitioners, decision makers, financiers, and those at risk. These can be broadly grouped into: governments (at national, regional, and local levels), including specialised disaster management authorities; the private sector, including the financial sector; nongovernmental (NGOs) and civil-society organisations (CSOs); education and research institutions; international organisations (IGOs); international financial institutions (IFIs); the media; and individuals and communities, in particular those at risk. Collectively, we term these stakeholders the disaster risk management community. Financial services (including credit, savings, investment, and insurance services) are a critical component of DRM, whether provided by the (formal) private financial services sector, or semi- or non-market institutions, such as other financial institutions, government, NGOs, IFIs, or local CSOs. Therefore, this report includes financial service providers in its intended audience, although a separate report concerning scenario best practices specific to the insurance sector includes specific recommendations on scenario development oriented towards insurers with significant exposures in their underwriting portfolio to a range of risks.

3.2 Scenario User Case Studies

A key question that was asked during this report’s consultation process concerned identifying who the users of scenarios are, and the many ways scenarios were being used. The following section provides case studies of scenario applications in the following user categories:

- Government Organisations
- Inter-Governmental Organisations (IGO)
- Non-Governmental Organisations (NGO)
- Private Sector Organisations
- Local Communities

Government Organisations

A Full-Scale Simulation Scenario Case Study

Government organisations are a collective of people who are acting on the interest of a municipal, provincial, or federal government. Examples of government organisations include a nation’s military, health departments, or institutions such as an international development office.

An example of governmental use of scenarios is taken from Rwanda, where a full-scale simulation exercise was taken to strengthen preparedness against a potential Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) outbreak. The exercise focused on testing the regional and federal response to a potential outbreak and identifying areas for future improvement. Predetermined tasks were assigned, and potential stressors such as public anxieties and community resistance were also included.

As Rwanda has never faced an emergency of this type before, the simulation exercise provided community members an opportunity to trial the national EVD preparedness plan and identify potential gaps to date. The simulation exercise was organised in collaboration with the Rwandan ministry of health, Rwanda biomedical centre, and the WHO country officer. See Wilson (2018) for further information about the exercise.
Inter-Governmental organisations

A Computer Simulation Scenario Case Study

An inter-governmental organisation (IGO) is an ‘entity created by treaty, involving two or more nations, to work in good faith, on issues of common interest’

The establishment of a treaty is what differentiates an IGO from other international working groups, as they are enforceable agreements which are subject to international law.

The United Nations, European Union, and African Development Bank are all examples of current IGOs.

An example of an IGO’s scenario application is taken from the World Bank, who used scenario methodologies when prioritising interventions in Peru’s road network.

As Peru’s cargo is highly dependent on road systems, the logistical impacts can be severe when a road is damaged by the country’s extreme weather. Policy makers are working to make the system more resilient but have needed to identify where interventions would have the most prominent impact. The World Bank has proposed a methodology to identify which roads are most critical for Peru, and of those, which are most exposed to a natural disaster. This was achieved through computer simulations.

The World Bank first developed a Geographic Information System (GIS) road network in Peru, which weighted the relative importance of the road to the wider network. The road network then faced a hypothetical natural disaster, and the estimated disruption was measured. The simulation was repeated many times under different potential interventions to identify which intervention would have the most substantial impact. Notably, the scenario exercise uses Robust Decision Making (RDM) in its methodology, which intends to find the result best suited for a wide host of outcomes, not a single catastrophic event. This is particularly important when addressing deep uncertainty, where there is inadequate information about future events. See Rozenberg et al. (2017) for further information regarding the methodology and results of the modelling.
Non-Governmental Organisations

A Gameplay Scenario Case Study

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are not for profit voluntary citizens groups, which co-exist between state and market. They are formed independent from government organisations, and can exist at community, national, and international levels. Members of an NGO are typically working towards a common goal, which can vary widely depending on the organisation.

An example of an NGO’s use of scenarios is taken from the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), who have been supporting the reduction of climate change impacts on vulnerable populations. To support education initiatives, the IFRC has developed a series of games aimed at encouraging active engagement and simplifying complex systems.75

The games encourage participants to explore various crisis and response options in a widely accessible platform. Examples include the Race for Risk Reduction76, which tests participants in their ability to respond to a crisis, and the Social Protection Shuffle77, which explores the effects of cash transfer and resilience.

The games are particularly effective in improving stakeholder participation, accelerating dialogue on otherwise complex issues, and revealing systemic shortcomings. Pablo Suarez, associate director for research and innovation at the Red Cross Red Crescent Climate Centre, recounts a game played by illiterate Ethiopian farmers who didn’t have a word for ‘insurance’ in the local language. The farmers partook in a game with dice and beans which was designed to help them learn about parametric insurance bundled with credit.78 Suarez states: “Games offer familiar structures designed to allow us to play with the unfamiliar, enabling us to re-imagine the space of possibility latent in our shared futures.”79

Gameplay activities embody participatory scenario planning, using engaging and simple games to explore complex risks via an accessible platform that does not necessarily require expert knowledge.

75. (Red Cross Red Crescent Climate Centre n.d.) 76. (Red Cross Red Crescent Climate Centre n.d.) 77. (Red Cross Red Crescent Climate Centre n.d.) 78. (Suarez 2017) 79. (Suarez 2017) 80. (Lloyd’s of London 2015)
Private Sector Organisations

A Stress Test Scenario

The private sector is a broad term that encompasses non-governmental, for-profit companies and individuals. The private sector is an umbrella term which can include many types of economies, such as sole proprietorships, small and mid-sized businesses, large corporations, and trade associations.

An example of the private sector’s use of scenarios is taken from the insurance market, who routinely use scenarios to explore potential impacts of extreme risks. Lloyd’s of London, the specialist insurance market, utilise scenarios to explore insurance exposures and potential markets. For example, the ‘Food System Shock’ scenario\textsuperscript{80} considers the impact of a sudden disruption to the global food supply chain. The scenario proposes a strong warm-phase of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), which triggers severe weather events such as floods, droughts, and landslides. The events lead to production shocks in maize, soybean, wheat, and rice. The scenario explores potential reactions that the population may have to such an event, including a rise in political tensions, political and civil unrest, food riots, or wider supply chain interruptions. The report examines insurance claims that might be triggered by such events, and potential changes which may occur within the global regulatory and business environment in the aftermath. See the Lloyd’s Emerging Risk Report (2015) for further information regarding the methodology and results of the modelling.
Local Communities

A Full-Scale Simulation Scenario Case Study

When discussing Disaster Risk Reduction, local communities are defined as the people who live and work in the areas exposed to disaster risk. Local communities are the experts of the community space and play a fundamental role in the community’s resilience.

An example of a local community’s use of scenarios is taken from the Surkhet District of Nepal. The Surkhet District is at risk of strong earthquakes and flooding, and the architecture of many buildings in the area makes them highly susceptible to collapse. The community is also home to a 40-bed medical referral unit. In 2013, the staff underwent scenario training in earthquake response and patient influx. The scenario involved a surge of casualties of various severities attending the hospital, and a series of triages and treatment areas being established. The intention of the scenario was to prepare local staff with leadership roles and a command structure which would be sufficient in the case of a disaster.

The scenario stimulated planned and spontaneous leadership and provided guidance on how to respond in a real disaster event. As literacy levels varied across staff, the ability to simply distribute a disaster plan was limited. Instead, the training events and scenario exercises provide an opportunity to impart knowledge of emergency plans to all staff. See Filmer and Ranse (2013) for further information about the scenario and its community impacts.

Nepal’s significant earthquake risk demands coordinated disaster risk management efforts

81. (Filmer and Ranse 2013)
4. How to Build a Scenario

During the literature review and consultation process for this report, which included input from public and private disaster planning, risk management, and resilience experts and organisations, a wide variety of scenario practices were identified to address a range of issues while managing various constraints.

Nevertheless, successful scenarios share common characteristics, and this section provides recommended checkpoints to consider as a practitioner works through the scenario process.

4.1 Key Considerations

The following three general criteria ensure scenarios are useful and applicable to their purpose:

1. Scenarios should be plausible, describing a rational route from ‘here’ to ‘there’ that makes causal processes and decisions explicit;
2. Scenarios should be sufficiently interesting and exciting to make the future ‘real’ enough to elicit strategic responses;82
3. Scenarios should be internally consistent;

4.2 A Scenario Development Framework: Step by Step

Scenarios generally follow systematic and recognisable steps (Figure 5). Users should adapt the following methodology to create scenarios which work best for them, given their audience, resources, and desired use. Although this section outlines a linear step-by-step structure for clarity, we encourage the scenario process to be an iterative one, in which stakeholder engagement provides opportunities for review and revision to ensure it succeeds in fulfilling its aims.

---

82. (Birkmann et al. 2015)
**Step 1: Scope the Risk**

Contextualise the objectives and desired decisions of the process. It is logical to approach the scenario process with the statement of a problem or research question to be answered, most simply by defining a specific disaster risk. A research question typically starts broadly (e.g. ‘what risks threaten a community?’) and is developed into a more specific question (e.g. ‘how exposed, vulnerable, or resilient is a community to a severe (defined) magnitude earthquake?’). The scope will be refined throughout the research process.

Where the risk is uncertain or unknown, the research question should instead aim to define the issues or vulnerabilities that the scenario exercise aims to expose. In this case, the desired outcome of the scenario process is likely to identify one or more risks facing a community. An alternative way of framing a question or problem is to instead focus on the hypothetical point of failure that would severely impact a community and stress DRM capabilities. The scenario then forces users to identify the vulnerabilities which exist and might cause such an effect. This approach is helpful in identifying the potential for strategy and planning failures and addressing any false sense of security concerning the robustness of a decision or plan and its resilience to a shock.

**Step 2: Conduct Background Research**

Background research should include consultation of the relevant sources of knowledge, including the academic literature for a scientific understanding of the topic, as well as the knowledge of experts and associated stakeholders. Each dimension of risk should be considered: the hazards, whether acute, shock events, or slow-onset, trend phenomena; exposure of an individual, community, or geographic region to a hazard; and vulnerabilities at each of these levels that have the potential to drive loss.

Various stakeholders beyond the assumed ‘experts’ provide nuanced advice specific to certain risks. Incorporating localised experience and expertise can provide a valuable perspective on different perceptions of risks, vulnerabilities, or potential impacts. A public participatory exercise alone may be valuable in widening the view of known unknowns, highlighting risks that do not yet feature on an organisation’s radar.

**Step 3: Frame the Scenario(s)**

Here, framing the analysis refers to definition of the key aims, benefits, and characteristics of the scenario process. It is the process of determining what type of scenario is most appropriate for the current use case. As discussed, to be effective, scenarios should blend approaches and typologies to fit their purpose. Figure 6 intends to guide this framing with a series of questions that aim to provoke consideration of key practical decisions in the process.
### Scenario Best Practices: Developing Scenarios for Disaster Risk Reduction

**What is the purpose of the scenario in DRM?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disaster Response</th>
<th>Disaster Recovery</th>
<th>Disaster Mitigation</th>
<th>Disaster Preparedness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To assess strategies to alleviate disaster impacts during an event</td>
<td>To assess strategies to quickly and effectively return affected systems to ‘normal’</td>
<td>To develop measures to alleviate the impacts of future hazard events</td>
<td>To build knowledge and capabilities to anticipate and alleviate disaster impacts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How can the scenario benefit stakeholders?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improve Understanding of Risks</th>
<th>Explore Emerging Futures</th>
<th>Address Uncertainty</th>
<th>Systems Thinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To understand the various dimensions of a specified risk that cause negative impacts</td>
<td>To imagine and comprehend new, evolving, and novel combinations of risks</td>
<td>To expand understanding and define a range of plausible future outcomes</td>
<td>To capture the controlling interconnections between complex systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Decision Making</th>
<th>Aid Communication</th>
<th>Allocate Resources</th>
<th>Identify Biases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To inform and enhance effective disaster risk management strategies</td>
<td>To contextualise complex risks and facilitate stakeholder engagement</td>
<td>To plan what and where the effectively distribute resources</td>
<td>To ensure viewpoints and decisions remain objective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**On what timescale does the risk materialise?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend Risk Scenario</th>
<th>Shock Risk Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slow-onset, trend phenomena that emerge gradually over time</td>
<td>Sudden-onset, shock events that occur quickly or unexpectedly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Which is the more important scenario outcome?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploratory - To ask ‘what if?’</th>
<th>Normative - To ask ‘what for?’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To stimulate imaginative thinking about the future and widen understanding of available options</td>
<td>To better understand the path to desirable futures and evaluate the impact of decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Who owns and contributes to the scenario process?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participatory - Bottom-up, co-production of knowledge</th>
<th>Expert-Driven - Top-down, analytical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To incorporate stakeholder culture, knowledge, and experience in the process and end product</td>
<td>To deliver rigorous scientific descriptions of plausible futures to decision makers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Is the scenario required to define the likelihood of an outcome?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probabilistic</th>
<th>Deterministic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To estimate the likelihood of occurrence based on the variance of quantified causal parameters</td>
<td>To speculatively explore phenomena that involve a high degree of uncertainty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6: Framing a scenario – scenario typologies and applications*
Step 4: Develop Candidate Scenarios

Developing candidate scenarios typically occurs in tandem with the research process and involves imagining the distinct features and narratives of potential scenarios. This should be a free-thinking exercise and includes qualitatively exploring scenario parameters and outlining a narrative sequence of events. For each of the candidate scenarios, consider what risks are measured, and what types of consequences they may lead to. From this, multiple candidate scenarios should emerge to be formalised. Once a series of potential scenarios have been listed, they will be ranked and selected for further development.

There are several methods to rank and select scenarios, which are largely based on user preference and the intended application of analysis. Two such methods are to use an impact uncertainty matrix and the uncertainty breadth approach. In the impact-uncertainty matrix (Figure 7), outcomes are projected upon a matrix which gauges both impact and uncertainty. Scenarios which have high impact and high uncertainty are thought to benefit the most from further research. This is followed by scenarios which have either a high impact or high uncertainty.

The uncertainty breadth approach is an alternative method which selects scenarios that cover the greatest range of outcomes. In this case, multiple scenario variants would be selected that are the most different from each other and had the least amount of overlap. The uncertainty breadth approach is especially valuable for emerging risks which typically have more unknowns.

Determining a severity

It is helpful to estimate the frequency and severity of impacts to a rough first order. A probabilistic assessment is demanded in domains such as engineering, to specify the function or longevity of physical infrastructure, or insurance, to price the risk and cost a premium. Event likelihood and magnitude is measured in return periods, or recurrence intervals, i.e. the estimated time interval between the occurrence of similar events. Note that return periods are commonly misunderstood among non-expert stakeholders.

When determining the event severity it is helpful to consider the event trigger. Often, a cascading set of incidents amplify an initial triggering incident. In this perspective, the trigger event may be common, yet the response may be very uncommon, which results in an overall extreme and unusual event. In most cases, it is advised to not make the scenario too extreme, as ‘game-over’ severities are not actionable.
Step 5: Develop a Narrative

A detailed narrative expands the scenario description to provide the required detail on which to build the analysis. The narrative should include a variety of dimensions of a future event, including context, triggers, timelines, geography, responses, and implications. When determining these factors, it is helpful to once again refer to the intent of the exercise expressed when scoping the scenario (Step 1). Geography and distribution of impacts or needs, and timelines, are particularly relevant to disaster risk management.

It can be helpful to consider scenarios as stories which have a beginning, middle, and end, and the narrative guides the reader through the events and their implications. The narrative is imperative for providing logic and reasoning to the proposed events and assists in making the scenario more applicable and relatable. When determining these factors, it is helpful to again refer to the intent of the exercise expressed when scoping the scenario (Step 1). Geography and distribution of impacts or needs, and timelines, are particularly relevant to disaster risk management.

Scenario variants

Once the scenario narrative is completed, its variants can be considered. Variants are different versions of the scenario where variables are adjusted to account for uncertainty. Examples of adjustments can include the magnitude, duration, or social reaction to the event. By adjusting a variable, losses will increase or decrease.

Scenario variants are frequently used to show a potential range of outcomes and their severity. The number of scenario variants is dependent on time and resources, but typically ranges from three to seven. When considering the number of scenarios, the centre stage effect dictates that users are more prone to select the middle scenario. As a result, there is benefit in presenting an even number of scenarios, to dissuade the tendency to select the centre as default.

The scenario narrative provides the context for a scenario and is needed when determining the direct and indirect impacts of an event. When creating a scenario narrative, several variables should be considered.

Event Trigger: The narrative should specify the trigger of a hazard event, for example the occurrence of an earthquake. Further, it should specify any amplifying factors which might exacerbate the event, or whether cascading events may be triggered by an initial shock.

Location: Consider where the event trigger occurs and how far reaching the impact is felt. Indirect impacts should also be considered in addition to primary impacts. With increasing global networks, event impacts are not limited to the surrounding geographic footprint and can quickly expand to a global scale.

Timing: The timing of an event occurrence, or a timeline of events, should be outlined within the scenario narrative. Variables such as the length of an occurrence or the speed and effectiveness of a response are critical for assessing the criticality of decisions.

Impact: The narrative should highlight who and what is impacted by the occurrence, both directly and indirectly, and how the severity of impacts is distributed. Impacts, such as the effects on human lives and livelihoods, business disruption, physical damage and destruction, are unlikely to occur uniformly across space and time. The narrative should also consider individuals who face delayed impacts, especially for occurrences which have a longer timeline.

Recovery: Just as important as understanding the cause and effect of the occurrence, the narrative should also consider the recovery process. Specifically, the narrative should identify who is involved, the types of resources recovered, and how long the recovery takes. This directly influences the impacts that the occurrence has, and the scale of the event.

---

83. The centre stage effect refers to the tendency for people to select the middle item when presented with a list of options (Valenzuela and Raghubir 2009a)
84. (Valenzuela and Raghubir 2009a)
Step 6: Assess Impacts

Once the scenario event has been developed, the next step is understanding what the potential impacts are to a specified community, and/or systemic impacts to wider social, environmental, or economic systems. Consideration of dependencies and interconnectivities between shocked systems with a ‘multi-threat’ approach is critical to understand the hidden and cascading impacts beyond the expected (see Section 3.1 on ‘systems thinking’). For example, the 2011 Tohoku earthquake triggered a tsunami that caused the meltdown of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor\(^8^5\). A common demand of scenarios in DRM is to prioritise the needs that must be addressed most urgently, to minimise risk or alleviate impacts with the given resources in the most efficient manner. This prioritisation is a required step towards structuring effective decisions. Often, the interest is in identifying what variables will ‘tip’ the balance beyond a threshold which is considered manageable.

Step 7: Communicate and Act

Effective communication of realised scenarios controls the efficacy of the process. Although it may appear trivial, a catchy name that provokes interest is an often-overlooked scenario element that can aid its successful uptake and communication. Then, meaningful, comprehensible, and interesting outputs are essential, and are likely to include both qualitative and quantitative components addressing the scenario impacts and materiality. It is important for the narrative to explain and contextualise the results, and it may often be helpful where multiple scenarios are explored to focus on the most probable and use this as a reference to explore others. The scenario outcomes can inform and prompt decisions and actions where this is the intended purpose. Consider how and to whom the scenario is delivered; this may include internal and or external stakeholders, with individual intentions, expertise, and constraints. Importantly, it must be made clear what the scenario is intending to accomplish, and how the findings should be interpreted. The scenario is not a prediction of future events, but instead a thought exercise into plausible futures.

Shaping a Scenario to the User

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution audience</th>
<th>Background knowledge</th>
<th>Resource allowance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With whom will the scenario be shared? Is the scenario an internal resource for an individual team, or to be shared within a wider organisation with a variety of interests, or for public consumption? Public scenarios typically require significant explanation, often via supportive documentation and reference material, to mitigate potential ambiguity. Critically, a scenario must be attractive and accessible to prospective users; they must understand that it is there to be used and appropriate for their purpose. Branding a scenario appropriately with a catchy name is helpful in this respect.</td>
<td>How familiar is the user with the subject? This dictates the level of description and type of language (use of subject-specific lexis) used, which should be targeted to the user’s expertise. The scenario delivery should include introductory and explanatory information and direction to further resources. As a standard practice, the scenario should include appropriate reference material to be widely accessible to a broad audience.</td>
<td>The amount of time and human capital that the user can be expected to dedicate to interpret and action the scenario. The resource allowance should dictate the length of content, time demand, and level of detail of a scenario. In the context of disaster risk, urgency and resource pressure are key constraints on a scenario’s success. Keeping the exercise simple will maximise value within these constraints, focusing on viable actionable outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Step 8: Evaluate and Update**

To complete the scenario process, it is encouraged to evaluate whether the objectives of the exercise were achieved. This is likely to involve a consultation with participants and associated stakeholders, to review whether a scenario is plausible and if it can be useful in developing the users’ understanding of a risk and informing decisions. Listen to contrary opinions, as a method to overcome groupthink and build on insights from a range of sources. Consider if the stress test scenario answers the initial problem, and if the severity of the event meets the intended targets. This process has been expressed in a linear step-by-step process, but it is critical to use this evaluation process to identify and address any weaknesses in the scenario and applied analytics in an iterative process.

Sometimes, the most interesting and insightful scenarios are those that initially appear to be the least probable. Scenarios have varying lifespans, intended to be discarded after the exercise is finished or to be kept and reused over a period of years. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that scenarios are dynamic. The possibility and character of a scenario will change over time as controlling factors evolve, as well its impact on society – including social, economic, and environmental characteristics – and so it should be updated periodically to maintain relevance and continued utility.

### 4.3 Disaster Risk Reduction Scenarios: Recommended Considerations

Effective scenarios play a vital role in informing users of potential risks and reactions. Throughout the consultation process leading to this report, scenarios users were asked to recommend specific actions which could be taken to improve scenario development and application. The following considerations were noted.

**Enhance Narratives**

Narratives are a staple component of scenarios, bridging between a scenario’s story and specification and its technical requirements. If not expressive and comprehensible, narratives may limit scenario efficacy, and so should be carefully designed to make scenarios effective tools for the decision making. This can be done through reflecting the needs of the user in narrative development and providing the appropriate level of depth and detail. The context and message should be enough for users to gain understanding and make sense of what might be. This can aid in building stronger consensus regarding behaviour, thinking or working. Allan, Fairtlough, and Heinzen (2002) suggest that:

> *“The sensible management response is to create an enabling infrastructure that gives a good chance for self-organisation. You don’t design a solution, you design a capacity for solutions to emerge”* (p. 129).

Although the criteria that define a successful narrative are personalised and unique, they should broadly strive to be original, memorable, provocative and compelling.

**Audience Engagement**

A scenario is only effective if it is used, which is intrinsically linked to the engagement of the scenario users. Engagement is often woven into the scenario narrative and its effectiveness; however, a more conscious approach is to try to better understand who the audience is, and adapt a methodology to its users and context. Many scenario resources already consider audience engagement, yet there was consensus that additional resources need to be invested to reflect user needs.
Cognitive Biases

When designing and using a scenario, one must consider the effects of cognitive bias on decision making. Cognitive bias is an umbrella term which describes the input of subjectivity onto decision making and our interactions with the environment. These biases can guide what risks we choose to focus upon, and how we interpret given information.

When discussing cognitive bias, it is helpful to provide some perspective as to why it is important, and why it occurs. The world provides the brain with a complex environment with enormous amounts of information to process. This complexity is compounded when decisions need to be made. To reduce the effort and delay until a decision is made, cognitive biases develop based on interactions with the environment. These cognitive simplifications are commonly referred to as ‘heuristics’ and can be thought of as mental shortcuts or our ‘intuition’.

While an individual’s cognitive biases and developed heuristics likely developed for adaptive reasons to simplify decision making, these intuitive judgements based on intuitive probability and frequency judgements have the potential to lead to judgement errors. Although many of these errors are unavoidable, we can be mindful of their impact and take precautionary steps if needed.

As a first example of a bias, we pick out overconfidence which describes the tendency to be overly optimistic in ignorance of contrary evidence, often in the context of setting a goal. Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman identifies overconfidence as “the most significant of the cognitive biases”.

Below we discuss two common biases influencing scenario development.

4.3.1.1 Availability Bias

Decisions on probability and judgements are based on the ease with which relevant instances come to mind.

Frequent occurrences of an event mean individuals have plenty of relevant experience to draw from when judging the probability of an event, so basing judgments on availability is sensible and people’s frequency judgments are often very accurate. However, availability can be biased if our experience of past events does not reflect the true frequency or if an event is easier to recall for a reason other than its frequency.

These biases can be introduced by the environment or the individual. Rare events are often given disproportionate publicity and are correspondingly more mentally available than their true frequency would merit. Similarly, events that individuals have experienced personally with an emotional response are much more readily available.

The availability bias is helpful to consider when evaluating risks, as we generally underrepresent common risks which do not receive as much attention while we over represent recent heavily reported risks, or risks which we have experienced ourselves. When applying the availability bias to scenario development, one should attempt to understand the viewpoint users of the scenario have, to create scenarios that make the risk accessible and personal.

4.3.1.2 Anchoring Bias

Final estimates or judgements are often reached by adjusting away from an initial “anchor” value, but these adjustments are often insufficient.

Anchoring bias occurs when we focus decision making on an initial piece of information. An initial value is used as a reference when evaluating and comparing additional information. The outcome may be skewed or influenced by the initial, possibly arbitrary, anchor. An example of this may be seen when estimating catastrophic events.
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**Assigning Probabilities**

Assigning probabilities in scenario exercises has historically been valuable for resource allocation and policy decisions. Some feel that information on likelihoods is required to make judgement, and that results cannot be properly interpreted and acted upon without them. Comparably, others feel that assigning probabilities to a hypothetical event is misleading, as it may dilute the credibility of a proposed scenario. Assigning an accurate probability itself can often be a difficult exercise; for example, it is notoriously difficult to assign regional probabilities to technological and political risks. These risks are often difficult to define manageable boundaries for, thus exploring the impact can be difficult. The inclusion of probabilities can also make involvement of diverse participants difficult, as they may hold different opinions on the likelihood of an event. Within the DRM community, the need for probabilities is variable, with some applications benefiting from their inclusion, while others may not be impacted, or hindered, by their involvement. We recommend scenario developers consider their current scenario applications and review their relation to probabilities. Whether this will be beneficial relates heavily to the scale and scope being considered, the types of risks in question, and the type of scenario being developed.

---

**Invest in Data, Evidence, and Collaboration**

There are cases of both insufficient data and data overload in the context of scenarios. As a result, this report does not simply suggest that more information needs to be made available. Instead, the report advocates for investment in usable and effective datasets with a focus on collaboration.

The ease of achieving this has improved with the expansion of technologies that facilitate participatory data gathering and sharing methods, which support information integration at unprecedented levels and promoted non-conventional data generation. This is providing previously data scarce areas with novel resources, and a democratisation of decision support materials. This is aiding in shifting the power and responsibility to citizens and the public and increasing the community investment in risk research. The importance lies in ensuring this wealth of information is used effectively, and that it is effectively prioritised and organised to make it accessible to potential users. This may also result in removing excess data which can get in the way of decision making.

---
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5. Definitions

**Back-casting:** A scenario technique which identifies a future state, and then works backwards to determine possible paths from the present state.

**Baseline Scenario:** An assumed future with no explicit deviations, used for outcome comparisons.

**Cascading Events:** An event which directly or indirectly triggers another event.

**Counterfactual Scenarios:** An alternative outcome of a historical event had a specific intervention not occurred.

**Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty:** An emerging paradigm comprising a variety of approaches to cope with uncertainty with robust decisions.

**Deep Uncertainty:** Exists when various parties to a decision do not know, or cannot agree on, how a complex system works, the probability of possible future states, and how important the various consequences of interest are.96

**Deterministic Approach:** An examination of the impacts to a singular event, defined by the scenario developer.

**Disaster:** A hazard event which seriously impacts the functioning of a community or a society due to its interaction with conditions of exposure, vulnerability, and capacity, leading to human, material, economic, and environmental losses and impacts”.97

**Disaster Risk:** “The potential loss of life, injury, or destroyed or damaged assets which could occur to a system, society or a community in a specific period of time, determined probabilistically as a function of hazard, exposure, vulnerability and capacity”.98

**Disaster Risk Reduction:** “Disaster risk reduction is aimed at preventing new and reducing existing disaster risk and managing residual risk, all of which contribute to strengthening resilience and therefore to the achievement of sustainable development”.99

**Disaster Risk Management:** “The application of disaster risk reduction policies and strategies to prevent new disaster risk, reduce existing disaster risk and manage residual risk, contributing to the strengthening of resilience and reduction of disaster losses”.100

**Forecast:** The most probable prediction that something will happen in the future.

**Hazard:** A natural or anthropogenic process or phenomenon that may result in negative social, economic, or environmental consequences. A hazard event is the manifestation of a hazard in a particular time and place.101

**Intervention Scenarios:** A scenario which demonstrates the consequence of mediating action.

**Mitigation:** Reducing the severity or intensity of the negative impacts of a hazard.

**Narrative:** A descriptive summary of the events occurring within the scenario. Also known as a storyline.

**Prediction:** A subjective (probabilistic) statement that something will happen in the future.102

**Preparedness:** The knowledge and capabilities enacted to effectively anticipate and alleviate the impacts of a disaster.103

**Probabilistic Approach:** An examination of all potential outcomes, and their estimated likelihood (Probability)

**Projection:** A probabilistic statement that something will happen under certain conditions, allowing for significant changes in the boundary conditions that might influence a prediction.104

**Resilience:** “The ability of a system, community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate, adapt to, transform and recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions through risk management”.105

**Resource Allowance:** The amount of resources which can be spent on a specific task. Examples of resources can include time, money or persons.

**Scenario:** “Plausible descriptions of how the future might develop, as based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions (“scenario logic”) about the key relationships and driving forces”.106

**Vulnerability:** “The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors or processes which increase the susceptibility of an individual, a community, assets or systems to the impacts of hazards”.107
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